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ABSTRACT

A novel approach is proposed in this paper for personnel and vehicle iterative evacuation optimization to tackle crowd evacuation problem in emergency. The paper analyzes the mechanism to coordinate people flow evacuation with traffic stream evacuation, and explores optimization model from a personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation perspective. The evacuation is classified as two categories, namely evacuation with intervention and evacuation without intervention, which depends on whether intervention can be applied to path selection for evacuees. Scheduling scheme of evacuation vehicles is derived from improved ant colony algorithm, and then we integrate personnel evacuation simulation with micro traffic simulation system based on distributed collaborative simulation platform. Finally the optimal scheduling solution of system is searched out through constantly modifying evacuation plan by improved genetic algorithm.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the speedy tone of China’s urbanization, cities have seen its gradually expanding scale as well as its population. If there aren’t timely and effective emergency evacuation measures, worst things will be inevitable when a bad incident happen. Instead of conventional mathematical modeling on evacuees, computer simulation technology has become a main approach to study emergency evacuation problem, because of it seems impossible to stimulate emergency incidents and also difficult to establish mathematical model to represent motion law of evacuees. In general, the process of regional evacuation includes evacuation of building and evacuation outside. And evacuation of building means the process of transferring evacuees from building to exits; the latter is the process of transferring evacuees from exits to relatively safe areas.

The present studies on evacuation mainly focused on inside building. In-depth researches of evacuation outside have been done earlier in America. They majorly studied the personnel evacuation in large area influenced by hurricane, flood, gas leakage, and etc., the main evacuation way is vehicles, while related literature of evacuation that takes walking as evacuation way is rare. There are only some conceptions about region emergency traffic evacuation in China and is no corresponding literature yet. “9.11” event in America and earthquake happened in Sichuan province of China indicated that it’s quite significant to deal with emergency which taking walking as the major means of transportation during evacuation. At first the human behavior should be analyzed, and then the evacuation process outside building in residential area is simulated. In the process, people walk to the relatively safe areas. Therefore, it’s necessary to study the coordination relationship between personnel evacuation with vehicle evacuation in emergency, in order to search out the optimum evacuation solution and improve the theory of emergency evacuation modeling and simulation. In this way, academic support is provided for evaluation before evacuation, during evacuation and after evacuation.

The paper proposed a novel approach of iterative optimization for personnel and vehicles evacuation to solve people evacuation problem in emergency. The coordination mechanism of people stream evacuation and traffic volume evacuation was
analyzed, and optimization model was explored from a personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation (PVCE) perspective. Thus the inherent law of coordinating evacuation was revealed. In addition, in order to combine personnel evacuation, vehicle evacuation and other models, we studied the integration method of multiple simulation models based on distributed simulation platform, and developed a prototype system that integrates simulation of PVCE.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related works. Section 3 presents the personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation simulation optimization. Section 4 makes an experiment. And section 5 summarizes the paper and draws conclusion.

2. RELATED WORKS

The emergency evacuation is a process in which evacuation routes and traffic volume derived from each connection are determined by analyzing the influences of sudden disasters on road traffic network and its running state, and afterwards the evacuation time of different disaster conditions is estimated. The process is based on analysis of the emergency evacuation behavior and traffic demand. The foreign studies on regional, long distance evacuation problems started earlier, and had formed a complete research system, involving evacuation mechanism, evacuation routes, evacuation scope, evacuation structure, etc.


With the development of computer technology, simulation techniques have increasingly been used to the study of emergency traffic evacuation. Through simulation platform and evacuation path selection model, simulating the effect of evacuation and the behavior of evacuation traffic has become the hot spot of emergency traffic evacuation study.


As to people flow evacuation, EXODUS building is a representative of building evacuation system; likewise, as to vehicle stream evacuation, VISSIM is a representative of micro traffic simulation system. However, if consider evacuation of people flow alone, we can only realize the target that leaving dangerous buildings quickly. There is a possibility that the capacity to transfer people to safe areas after they left dangerous buildings is not inadequate, without evacuation capacity of traffic stream considered. Similarly evacuation of people flow and vehicle stream would be inconsistent, if think of evacuation of vehicle stream alone, and do not consider guiding the personnel evacuation according to evacuation capacity of vehicle stream.
On the whole, present studies didn’t go deep into strategy of optimization and coordination of people flow evacuation and vehicle stream evacuation, thus, the entire evacuation process cannot be modeled and simulated. Further, problems including single destination and multiple destination, and collaborative guidance of people flow and vehicle stream need to be solved in PVCE. It’s necessary to model and simulate the entire evacuation process through a distributed co-simulation environment.

3. PERSONNEL AND VEHICLE COORDINATION EVACUATION SIMULATION OPTIMIZATION

In general, vehicles can be optimized and scheduled. Therefore depending on whether intervention can be applied to evacuees for path selection, the PVCE problem was classified as two categories: evacuation with intervention and one without intervention. In nonintervention conditions such as fire and tsunami, intervention measures cannot be applied to evacuees for path selection, in this way, people chose their path only according to environment factors and states of mind. On the contrary, in intervention conditions, if somewhat sudden incidents happened, intervention measures can be applied to evacuees for path selection, evacuees were guided to the optimal assembly points at the soonest, thus the overall optimal of evacuation program was realized. Figure 1 showed the framework of system.

3.1 PVCE Optimization Method in Evacuation without Intervention

In nonintervention conditions, people flow was uncontrollable. But scheduling vehicles must be conditioned on the result of people flow evacuation, so as to figure out the amount of evacuation vehicles that every assembly point needs. Therefore, it should be obtained first that the number of people that converge at each assembly point every moment, namely the function of the number of people at each assembly point that varies with time, which was obtained through modeling and simulation of evacuation environment and disaster conditions. The target of evacuation was to minimize the time that entire evacuees are detained at assembly points. Consequently, in view of the function above, the optimal scheduling scheme of evacuation vehicles was searched out through improved ant colony algorithm.

3.1.1 Prediction of simulation-based people flow evacuation

In the research of prediction of people flow evacuation, there were generally two kinds of methods. Empirical formula method adopted by Japan and computer simulation method based on grid model adopted by the West. Since the empirical formula method can only predict the time of evacuation, simulation-based method was used.

At the beginning, the evacuation environment and evacuation needs of people flow were modeled. The natural result of evacuees was predicted by grid model-based computer simulation method. Then, the function of the number of people at assembly points that varies with time was obtained, which provided a basis for dynamic scheduling of evacuation vehicles.

\[ Y_i = f(k) \] (1)

Where \( i = 1,2,3,... \), denotes the number of assembly points, \( k \) denotes a certain moment in evacuation process, \( Y_i \) represents the number of evacuees that converge at the \( i^{th} \) assembly point.

3.1.2 Ant colony algorithm-based evacuation vehicle scheduling algorithm

The problem of evacuation vehicle scheduling, is exactly the optimal path selection problem for emergency rescue vehicles. The current solutions mainly involved ant colony algorithm, Dijkstra labeling method, Floyd algorithm, grey theory, genetic algorithm, and etc. Dijkstra labeling method is a widely used method. But it runs very slowly when solving large-scale complex network model. If used to practice directly, the method cannot meet requirements. Ant colony algorithm adopts the greedy rule to optimizing, which reduces greatly the cost of computer operation. Moreover, we can achieve desired effects with the basic ant colony algorithm improved appropriately and then applied to emergency rescue path selection.

Therefore, the function of the number of people that varies with time at each assembly point was taken as inputting, the minimum time that entire evacuees were detained at assembly points was taken as objective. Through improved ant colony algorithm, the optimal scheduling scheme of evacuation vehicles was searched out.
3.2 PVCE Optimization Method in Evacuation with Intervention

In intervention conditions, both of path selections of every evacuee and of vehicles needed to be considered, the objective of optimization was to minimize the total time of all evacuees. It’s assumed that various intervention measures can be adopted in path selection of evacuees, namely the destination assembly points of evacuees were assigned in advance.

Because transportation system and crowd evacuation process are all random, time-varying and dynamic, it’s difficult to fully consider various factors for conventional mathematical analysis method. The obtained solutions cannot guarantee good practical effects in coordination control. In view of the rise of simulation and optimization method in recent years, simulation and optimization method for personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation was introduced in order to solve problems above.

The function of number of people at assembly points that varies with time was predicted by personnel evacuation simulation method mentioned in nonintervention conditions. Using improved ant colony algorithm, the scheduling scheme for evacuation vehicles was produced. Then we established micro simulation model of people flow
and vehicle stream based on distributed collaborative simulation platform. Besides, the minimum evacuation time was obtained by simulation. Finally, the evacuation solution was corrected constantly by improved genetic algorithm. Accordingly, the optimization scheduling solution of system was obtained. As the evacuation scale expanded, the complexity of simulation and optimization increased sharply. In order to reduce the model complexity, the method to simplify optimization model and the strategy of intervention was studied.

3.2.1 PVCE simulation and optimization method

1) Improved genetic algorithm-based simulation and optimization algorithm

Common simulation optimization methods include the following categories: gradient-based method, stochastic optimization method, response surface method, statistical method and heuristic method, etc. When dealt with optimization problem of personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation, non-heuristic methods generally require a lot of theoretical assumptions, and they are complicated to compute and have poor stability. Furthermore, the performances of the algorithms decline rapidly as the size of solving problem increases. However, heuristic methods can avoid the above drawbacks, and also can realize global optimization, as well as solve the discrete qualitative decision variable problem. As a member of heuristic methods, improved genetic algorithm (IGA) holds diversity during population selecting; meanwhile, it has a faster convergence speed. Therefore, IGA was applied to solve the optimization problem of personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation.

As shown in Figure 2, PVCE based on simulation and optimization mainly includes 3 parts, they are respectively simulation optimization control, optimization algorithm, and simulation model.

As the center of the entire method, simulation optimization control was responsible for initializing decision variable of problem description domain, and coordinating the operation of simulation model and heuristic optimization algorithm so as to complete data exchange and computation between them as well as determine the terminal condition. Finally, the simulation result was analyzed.

Optimization algorithm was the kernel module of the entire method, it calculated indicators trend of the simulation result, adjusted the search direction and step length, and then gradually searched for the value of phase displacement.

2) Personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation simulation method

Personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation simulation was an important part of simulation optimization. We studied the various information interactions of people flow, vehicle stream and etc. In addition, we did some researches of communication language, collaboration and coordination, simulation step and other problems among models of distributed simulation platform.

3.2.2 Simplification of simulation optimization model

The complexity degree of simulation optimization increases rapidly with the expansion of evacuation scale. Accordingly, the method to simplify optimization model was considered in research in order to reduce the model complexity.

Because the crowd showed similarity during evacuation, the paper simplified the complexity of system through aggregation modeling of the crowd, which reduces the amount of individuals of simulation and optimization. Moreover, considering the difference of intervention strategy, we applied intervention measures to a part of evacuees, and other people without intervention can select evacuation path freely, accordingly, the purpose of simplification was realized.
4. VALIDATION

To validate the performances of evacuation which applied intervention measures, we performed an experiment by MATLAB 7.0 with an office building taken as object, and then initialized the total number of evacuees to three situations, they are respectively 200, 400 and 800. Figure 3 displayed the relationship that the remaining number of people varies with time. The black line denotes evacuation with intervention measures applied, while the red line denotes evacuation without intervention. We can see from Figure 3 that:

![Figure 3 Comparison Between Evacuation With Intervention And Evacuation Without Intervention](image)

(1) The curvature change of curve corresponded to the fluctuation of evacuation efficiency. Early during evacuation, both the channel utilization and the evacuation efficiency showed a significant upward trend, forming an “outer convex” curve. When the crowd density exceeded the channel capacity, and blockage gradually emerged, the evacuation efficiency stopped rising and even started to decline, forming an “inner concave” curve. Then the efficiency gradually stabilized, and the corresponding curve showed plummeting.

(2) Simulation results were relatively similar when people density was low. Compared to evacuation without intervention, evacuation in intervention conditions had a higher efficiency, which was obvious when the initial number of evacuees is big.

(3) The initial segment of each curve was parallel to the timeline, and the length of the parallel segment corresponded to the time that the first one evacuated from building required.

5. CONCLUSION

The need to solve the problem of coordination evacuation for personnel and vehicle is increasingly significant with increasing urban development. In this paper we studied the mechanism which coordinates people flow evacuation with vehicle stream evacuation in emergency. In addition, optimization model was established from the angel of personnel and vehicle coordination evacuation. We classified the evacuation as two categories, evacuation with intervention and evacuation without intervention. Statistical analysis indicated that the former yielded better performances when compared to the latter for cases that possessed a higher efficiency of evacuation. The research is useful for the study of emergency evacuation modeling and simulation in case of emergency. We improved ant colony algorithm to get scheduling scheme of evacuation vehicles. Therefore, future work will investigate the implementation of the ACO (ant colony optimization) in a parallel computing environment and the communication mechanism of multiple ant colonies.
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